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Equipment Description
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Each system is equipped with 35 feet of twin line hose and a hand gun. The liquid and air hose is attached to the 
machine using quick couplers. When the hose is disconnected all chemicals will remain within the hose. The twin 
line hand gun allows for all liquid and air adjustments which 
eliminated the need to go back to the machine once setup.

The PC7495 is equipped with 30 feet of electrical cord and a three prong plug.  A built in 
ground fault plug has been installed into the cabinet body of the machine. To turn the system 
on the reset button on the ground fault switch must be pushed each time the unit is plugged 
in. Once the reset button has been pushed you can use the toggle switch to turn on the 
correct air compressor. The PC7495 as been preset at the correct pressure and does not 
require adjusting. Air volumes are controlled at the handgun.

The PC7495 wall foamer has been engineered to provide various types of liquid and foam 
expansion capabilities. Our twin line handgun allows the technician to change from liquid to foam 
in seconds. The foam expansion rate depends on the liquid volume output, foaming agent added 
and the amount of air which is being introduced. The liquid and air are controlled at the handgun. 
Increasing and decreasing these volumes will vary the expansion from a wet slurry style foam to 
25 to 1. Consult your pesticide label for the proper amount of foaming agent to be added per gallon 
of premixed solution. The 5 gallon chemical container can be removed quickly from the machine 
for chemical filling and also helps to reduce weight when moving the system. The handle is also 
removable which will reduce the overall height.



Safety First

Your system is equipped with an air compressor and tank. The tank and lines will remain pressurized even 
after your system is turned off. Do not disconnect couplers from the tank. Always release pressure in tank 
first. Be sure to release the air pressure valve located on the top of the tank before disconnecting or refilling 
with pesticide. Always follow label instructions.

Lift the lever located on top of the tank as show to remove all pressure. Once all air is removed you can lift 
the handle which releases the lid.

Contents
5 gallon stainless steel tank
Dry wall foaming machine
35 feet twin line working hose
Twin line hand gun with foam barrel and packing
Foam tool kit
Operators manual
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After the completion of each job be sure to keep your equipment clean. Regular water flushing is absolutely 
necessary to ensure no blockage or system failures. The quality of foam and equipment operation can be ef-
fected if your equipment is not kept clean and flushed after each days work. Releasing tank pressure and discon-
necting hoses and foam gun must be done each day also.

● Do not leave equipment unattended
● Always use a proper grounded three wire extension cord with equipment
● Do not allow liquid to freeze within system. Drain treating hose and tank line regularly.
● Inspect tank regularly for dents or bulging. Discontinue use immediately if tank has any damage, failure to   
   do so could result in personal injury.
● Proper protective wear should be worn during application as per the guidelines of the chemical 
    manufacturer.
● Do not fill tank with more than 2 1/2 gallons of material for a 3 gallon pressurized canister and 4 1/2 
   gallons for the 5 gallon canister.



Equipment Operation

Before you contaminate your PC7495 dry wall foamer with pesticide it is recommended that you operate your 
system with a water and foaming agent mixture. This will allow you to test the equipment’s twin line hand gun 
controls and the system’s operation while making foam. Follow instructions below without adding pesticide.

1. Disconnect quick couplers, peel back Velcro strap and remove tank from system.

2. Lift handle located on top of tank and remove lid.

3. Consult label of the pesticide you are using and follow the mixing instructions to prepare your pre-mixed 
pesticide solution.

4. Follow mixing instructions for foaming agent as per pesticide label. (The amount of foaming agent will vary 
depending on the pesticide used) Add three ounces of foaming agent per gallon of water during your first testing 
procedures.

5. Once mixed, replace lid being careful not to damage tank o-ring.

6. Place tank back onto cart and re-secure Velcro strap. Reconnect quick couplers. Quick couplers are different 
and can only be installed one way.

7. Attach working hose and twin line hand gun to dry wall foamer. In and out ports are clearly identified on the 
back of the foamer and also use different types of connectors. The smaller size hose is the air line.

8. Plug system into a grounded three wire 110 volt power source. Push reset button located on ground fault switch 
which is located on aluminum cabinet under protective cover. On 1999 and older models that haven’t been 
upgraded it is the yellow plug on the end of electrical cord.

9. Turn on the toggle switch at the foamer and allow the equipment to charge. Follow hand gun operations to 
achieve desired foam expansion.
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2000 & 2001 Twin Line Handgun Operation
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2. Liquid volume control dial attached to bottom of gun. Reducing the amount of liquid 
will make a dryer foam. To achieve foam expansions of 25 to 1 your liquid volume must 
be very slow. Use a 5 gallon bucket to test your system until you have the correct 
expansion you desire. Start with both liquid and air ball valves closed. Pull trigger of 
hand gun to the open position and hold open while you make adjustments. With the other 
hand open liquid metering valve until the correct amount of material is being dispensed. 
With practice you will soon be able to set the handgun quickly. Close trigger of handgun.

3. Air control dial. Pull trigger of handgun and with other hand open air ball valve slowly, 
liquid will automatically turn to foam. Open or close air ball valve until correct foam
expansion occurs. If foam is too wet you may need to reduce the liquid by closing ball 
valve further.

Your twin line handgun has three controls which allows you to adjust:

1. On/Off with the trigger of the handgun. When first starting you need to know how 
dry or wet you want your foam to be.

Making foam is a balance between proper liquid and air mixtures. Some practice is required.

Air Metering Dial

Liquid Metering Dial



Twin Line Handgun Maintenance
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Your hand gun is equipped with an extended barrel which allows for 
foam expansion to take place with the assistance of a nylon plug. These 
plugs require cleaning to remove water debris and lime build up. Push 
plug out of barrel with screw driver, wash in warm soapy water. To 
reinstall plug, roll into cylinder shape as shown in illustration. Squeeze 
one end into barrel and with a threading action keep turning until plug is 
completely back into barrel. Do not use a screwdriver to reinstall as this 
will crush the nylon plug too tight to work properly. Replacement plug 
kits are also available.

Barrel packing (nylon plug) should be cleaned at least once each month 
and replaced every two months. 
               Part# PC10113NA $0.95 each

Foam Expansion Reference Chart

The chart has been established using the reference point of 1 gallon of foam turning back into a liquid. When 
determining foam expansion you will require one 1 gallon container and measuring device capable of 
measuring ounces. Fill one gallon container with foam and then allow to turn back to water, a defoamer can 
speed up this process. Check the amount of water in the container and consult the chart below to see your 
expansion rate.

Expansion Ratio Chart:
OZ of Solution  ML. of Solution  Expansion Ratio
12.8     378   10 to 1
8.5     250   15 to 1
6.4     189   20 to 1
5.1     151   25 to 1
4.3     125   30 to 1
3.7     109   35 to 1
3.2     94   40 to 1



Foam Calibration Procedures 
To determine a foam expansion ratio with any foaming device, follow the instructions and calculations 
below. Knowing your expansion rate is critical in the control of the pest as well as preventing any 
possible damages from a foam which is too wet for that application. The art to mixing different foam 
ratios is controlling the amount of premixed solution and air that are mixed together simultaneously 
during your application. Different expansion rates will also depend on the foaming agent used,  the 
amount of foaming agent added per gallon  and the equipment you are using. Follow the label 
instructions for foaming of the chemical manufacturer to determine how many ounces of pesticide you 
will add per gallon.  

In  preparation  of  measuring  your  expansion  rate of foam,  you  will  require  an  anti  foaming  
solution  to turn the foam back to a liquid quickly. Using Becker Underwood’s  Shake Down, add the 
complete bottle to  the  aerosol  trigger  sprayer  and  fill  the  rest  with water. Shake lightly to mix.

Fill the calibration bucket with foam to a specific level, which is marked on the outside of the bucket. 
Be sure to be as close to our mark as possible. Any volumes which are above or below the line will 
effect the end result if you do not take these volumes into consideration. Remember, calibrating  
your  equipment  is  to  give  you  an approximate  result  and  should not be construed as the exact 
amount. All containers and devices have a percentage of variance.  When  you  have  filled  the  
calibration  bucket  to  the  correct  mark  with foam, you will need to spray 16 pumps of the shake 
down trigger sprayer into the bucket on an angle. This dispenses the shake down over a larger 
surface area for faster knock down.  After spraying, hold the calibration bucket with two hands and 
rotate vigorously in a circular motion to spin the foam in the bucket. This action reduces the foam 
rapidly back to water. Pour the material from the calibration  bucket  into  your  smaller  measuring  
container.  Read  how  many ounces are in the container and perform the following calculation.  

Divide the total amount of foam you created by the total ounces of liquid  in the small measuring 
device.  
The number you get is the expansion ratio  __ to 1.  
(I.E.) 3 Gals. 384 oz.  Divided by  24.5 oz. =  an expansion rate of  15.67 to 1 
The dryer the foam the less water it will produce.  
Follow  Equipment  Manufacturers  instructions  in  producing  wet  and  dry foams. 

To order a drywall foamer calibration kit, request part # CAL-KIT   US List $79.00
Includes:1 Pail + scale, 1 lid for pail, 1 pitcher, 1 anti foaming agent, 1 trigger + spray bottle.
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Maintenance and Cleaning
Regular maintenance is essential to the performance and general capabilities of your foaming unit. Safety 
devices installed inside the foamer and handgun are susceptible to failure caused by lack of maintenance. To 
prevent costly breakdowns, here are a few easy to follow tips. After each application your foamer needs the 
pressure released. 
1. Follow the operations safety tips section earlier in manual.
2. Once unit is depressurized, disconnect quick couplers from tank, and remove from unit. Dispose of any 
unused pesticide or foaming agent in proper fashion.
3. Place 1 to 1/2 gallons of clear water in tank. Prepare and run unit into suitable container until tank is empty. 
There by flushing product from sensitive components of system. Always disconnect foam gun from hoses, from 
foamer to prevent corrosion and failure of disconnects on complete system.
4. Disconnect power supply and repeat steps 1 and 2.
5. Remove the cap from the black filter located on the outbound tank hose. There maybe liquid inside so we 
recommend that these procedures be done in a suitable location. Inspect and clean any debris from filter screen. 
Make sure gasket is in the cap lid before reassembling. To prevent freeze damage in northern states, remove and 
empty the black inline filter on the tank supply hose. Also depressing the connections (male & female) to 
remove pressure & liquid should be completed when disconnects are taken off the tank.
6. Disconnect the working hose airline, air escaping is normal, reattach.
7. Wipe down machine, handgun, and hoses. Always disconnect all hoses and foam gun after each job.

Trouble Shooting
Machine will not start
● Check power supply from another outlet.
● Check green light on receptacle and push reset button.
● Make sure toggle switch is in the on position.
● Machine may need servicing inside cabinet/loose or broken wire.
● Begin by checking the inside cabinet wiring for loose wires or separated connections.
● Check the orange Merritt to make sure the wires are inside are securely contacted.
● If machine hums but will not start, unplug and check the capacitor for cracks or loose connections.
In the 1999 and older drywall foamers there could be a damaged ground fault plug. Push the reset button and try 
the plug in several different outlet receptacles. If the machine doesn’t turn on cut the old ground fault plug off 
and replace. Open up the original plug to observe the correct wiring and silicone application to ensure proper 
contact and a moisture free seal.

Machine makes hissing noises after being shut down, or a high pitch whine while running
● After following the procedures to release the pressure in the system, disconnect the quick couplers from the 
tank, then reattach. Repeat several times to see if they will clear themselves of debris build up.
● Disconnect the airline hose from the back of the machine. Any sign of liquid indicates a check valve failure.
● Refer to the section in trouble shooting about Flooded Compressors.
● In suitable area start machine without connecting to the tank, check valves that are not released from pressure 
routinely, may remain open. If so take apart and clean or replace.
● High pitched whine indicates a broken or loose wire on the skinner valve. Even the slightest little crack in a 
wire will prevent the skinner valve from operating properly.
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Trouble Shooting 

Potential Symptoms Resulting in a Flooded Compressor
● If the foamer shows signs of liquid travelling down the air into the compressor it will indicate you have a 
failed check valve in your foam gun and failed check valve in the air supply line from the compressor going 
to the pressurized tank. This problem is the result of very infrequent cleaning. The foam gun check valve body 
would need to be replaced, and the air supply check valve taken apart, cleaned and checked to make sure the 
spring and seal inside are clear and operating properly.
● Turn the compressor on while you have the check valve off the air supply hose. Allowing any liquid inside to 
expel quickly. If you feel air coming out of the skinner valve after you turn the compressor on then this valve 
has been ruined and will require replacement. But if there is no air leaking out of the skinner valve and just 
signs of liquid leaking out of the skinner valve and or the relief valve then remove the compressor filter, spray 
WD-40 inside and let the unit run to remove moisture and debris. The compressor filter will need to be cleaned 
thoroughly and if there is any bit of air restriction replace the filter. After completing that trouble shooting make 
sure you keep the air dial in the off position and liquid open to drain out all the liquid in the line. When liquid is 
empty then turn off the liquid dial, turn on the air dial and blow out any remnants of liquid left in the air line.

Loss of Air Pressure
● If unit consistently looses air pressure inspect air hose connections, tank connections and seals, lid o-ring on 
tank and check valve. Releasing and reattaching the connections will sometimes dislodge debris. If cleaning and 
regular maintenance was neglected you may need to replace the components where air flow has been restricted. 
● Regular flushing reduces the chemical build up inside these important connections of the 
foamers.

Liquid Leaking From Disconnect Close to or Inside Cabinet
● Open cover, check for cracks in check valve, male nipple or male disconnect
● Freezing, over tightening of male plug will cause leakage
● Remove the black in line filter and release pressure in the male disconnect prior to repair.
● Replace parts or retighten properly as required to tighten properly you need to take cabinet lid off to attach a 
wrench to the inside brass fitting (check valve) before attaching a wrench and tightening the exterior male plug 
or female disconnect. Note: Tightening one while not holding the other in place will not correct your problem 
and will result in further damage.

Liquid Leaking from the Male Outlet Plug
● This leaking can be caused by normal wear and tear and excessive use or a small brass thread filling or white 
thread tape could be lodged in the male plug.
● Remove male plug or pull debris through male plug to ensure the pin inside the male plug seats itself back 
down once again.

Liquid in Air Line of Treating Hose
● Possibly the check valve is blocked open in the foam gun. Allowing liquid to travel back down towards the 
compressor.
● Shut off the air dial completely before emptying hose.
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Foam Will Not Become Dry Enough:
● Check the packing inside the foam expansion adapter. Check or replace if old and plugged with debris the air 
can’t shred with the liquid preventing good foam from occurring.
● Turn air valve on gun off. Turn liquid valve until a slow trickle of liquid is coming out of gun. Reintroduce air 
until foam dryness occurs.
● Turn liquid valve off on gun, open only the air valve to ensure that air is reaching this far, if not then check 
tank couplers and nipples. Do not check these couplers without first depressurizing the system in a suitable 
place.
● Disconnect airline from the back of machine. Any sign of liquid indicates check valve failure.
● Some early retrofits where equipped with an air chamber. Located inside the cabinet they were helpful in 
allowing the lesser model compressors the ability to restart while under pressure. This cylinder made of ABS 
and about 5 to 6 inches in length is no longer needed due to the introduction  of our new relief valve. Problems 
due to over heating have been solved with the replacement of the cylinder with 1/4” plug and our new preset 
relief valve. A quick look inside the foamer will determine whether you need this conversion. If so refer to the 
section in the manual explaining compressor upgrade for 1996-1999 models.

Only a small amount of liquid comes out of the gun:
● Check liquid volume on handgun
● Check foam expansion barrel packing, clean or replace.
● This may indicate blockage in the outbound tank coupler or tank nipple. The one with the black filter. Do not 
check these without first depressurizing the system. Personal injury may occur otherwise. Any foreign matter 
protruding from this tank nipple will be indicated visually or by leakage. To check the hose coupler, apply a 
wrench to the very top part of the coupler, and another to the groved part just above the black ring. Be sure not 
to lose the small black gasket inside (Without this you will be sure of a leak)

Important Points to Remember
1. Never leave your system under pressure unattended. This includes while driving from job to job, or 
overnight. Heat generated during exposure to the sun can provide a traveling time bomb in a pressurized 
drywall tank, perhaps rattling around in the back of the truck will set it off. All of these scenarios are dangerous 
and may cause personal injury or property damage.
2. Always drain the working hose, the check valve inside the handgun is designed to prevent liquid  damage to 
the airline and to regulate airflow, prolonged exposure under pressure may cause check valve failure and hose 
leakage in both box foamer and drywall foamer.
3. Do not tamper with the equipment inside the cabinet unless otherwise supervised. Example: The skinner 
valve will not function properly when screws are placed in the opening.
4. Although these units are made of metal and aluminum they will break.
5. Maintain a clean unit is the true mark of a professional.
6. Although both the drywall and box foamer are capable of performing a variety of different foam 
applications their main function still remain the same. Do not expect either to perform while doing the others 
task. Box foamers are designed for 8-1, 10-1 wet slab, not drywall foam. Even though a retrofitted box foamer 
will produce dry shaving cream 24-1 the drywall foamer it is not designed for this purpose. Read your 
termiticide label and review the expansion rates an you will see the box foamer is not capable of delivering 
enough termiticide in drywall foam application. Tank mixing in your drywall foamers achieves this type of 
application.

Just minutes of flushing a couple gallons of warm water through your entire system, hoses and treating tools 
will ensure many hours of excellent operation. Neglecting the system will result in frustration within a couple 
months of your initial set up.
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Compressor Upgrade

As of 2000 we upgraded our compressors and brass assembly. Our original 1996-1999 drywall foamers have an 
older P112 compressor that has been upgraded to a different P143 model. Some clients have expressed interest 
in upgrading their existing foamers to increase air flow and overall operation.

Usually we complete the upgrade at out location due to the in-depth detail involved with the upgrade. Other 
clients wish to tackle the task on their own. So the following pages provide instructions and pictures about the 
compressor upgrade.

1. Begin the upgrade by removing the screws, nuts, and washers from the cabinet lid and carefully pry lid open    
     but watch for wiring connections.

2. Spray WD-40 on the two black hoses coming out of the lid. This lubrication will enable you to push down on 
    the hoses and pull up the cabinet cover.

3. Remove the black PVC air chamber and check for any broken, cracked or disconnected wiring.

4. Plug in the foamer and turn it on. You do not need the treating hose, or tank hooked on at this time. Place  
     your finger on the opening from where you unthread the black PVC air chamber. Turn the unit off while 
     covering the hose. If you hear air hissing out of the skinner valve replacement is needed. The skinner valve is 
     the brass component with two thin black wires part #3129BBN1JN00RRT.

5. The liquid hose inside the cabinet needs to be cut off as close to the brass as possible. Push the air hose down 
    through the cabinet and cut off as close to the disconnect as possible. Now you can remove the cabinet lid.

6. Remove marrets, tape & snap ties from wiring. Pull off the brown wires from the capacitor.

7. Remove retaining nut on the on/off switch. Then remove the eyelet from the switch that has two wires 
    fastened to it and cut the eyelet off. Leave the other eyelet connector attached.

8. Remove screw and nut that is holding the green ground wires to the system.

9. Free the power cord wires from the compressor wires

10. Cut the hose that leads to the disconnect on the back wall of the foamer. Cut it as close to the disconnect as 
      possible.

11. Remove the remaining hose barbs and disconnects from the unit.

12. Remove check valve and liquid male plug from unit.

13. Remove back cup filter attached to the compressor. Note: steps 11 through 13 are to provide you with more 
      working space.

14. Remove nuts & washers from the underside bottom of the unit that hold the compressor in place. Lift and 
      gently wiggle the compressor and it will detach from the bottom.

15. Once the compressor is out remove the brass plumbing and black filter if you didn’t remove it during step 13

16. Unscrew the Allen key screws from the top of the compressor. Remove the top two plates exposing two  
      rubber seals. Remove carefully and clean.
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Compressor Upgrade Continued

17. Remove the larger top plate from the compressor but do not pull out the silver cylinders.

18. Flip the top pate upside down to expose the bottom reed valves.

19. Insert a thin utility knife blade under each reed valve. Apply pressure upwards very gently and pry the reed 
valve up approximately 30% of the plate, creating an air opening.

20. Reassemble the compressor top plate components, rubber seals, and Alan key screws. Do not overtighten the 
Alan screw or you will crack the top plate.

21. Begin to assemble the brass plumbing onto the compressor. The 1/4” brass plug replaces the black PVC air 
chamber. The brass AK840A filter replaces the black filter. Reattach the compressor and fasten the washers and 
nuts underneath. Do not over tighten, make even turns of each nut so the compressor is level.

22. Reattach all wiring connections refer to page 12 wiring diagram if necessary. Note: Combine black wire of 
compressor and one wire from the skinner valve to eyelet on the on/off switch.

23. Install check valve and liquid outlet if you had previously removed for more working room.

24. Install the new air supply line from the compressor out through drywall cabinet hole and attach the female 
disconnect for the air supply on the tank.

25. Leave the cabinet open, plug the unit back in to an electrical receptacle and let run with out hooking up the 
tank. Spray WD-40 on the new brass filter. If you hear the unit hesitate clear the air line by depressing a screw 
driver into the female air disconnect that hooks up to the tank. This will clear out any foreign debris. Then 
repeat with WD-40 again. 

26. The unit should be running fine and you can now unplug power cord. Attach snap ties and tape up all wire 
connections to ensure the inside wiring is neat and safe. Reinstall the cover and fasten screws.

27. Hook up the tank, turn power source back on and test that the unit runs up and pressurizes the tank. Hook up 
hose and test operation just using foam and water to troubleshoot and inspect your completed upgrade.
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PC7495
Parts List

Part #    Description
AK840A   Muffler, filter
125-4A   Hosebarb male
F0101-B   Pipe tee forged 1/4
116-B    Elbow street forged 90 degree
122-BA   Nipple reducing hex pipe
71R645P143D303X  Compressor
112-B    Nipple long 1/4 pipe
113-B11/2   Nipple long 1/4 x 11/2
139-4B   Elbow barb 90 degree
122-B    Nipple 1/4 hex pipe
CS600-.50   Check valve 1/2” brass
122-DB   Nipple reducing 1/2” MPT x 1/2”M
HN2-722D-MV  Plug male rectus 
HK2-722D-MV  Female disconnect
FM5805-H   Foster disconnect 
136C4-4M   Quick disconnect brass 1/4 x 1/4
125-4B   Hosebarb male 1/4 hose 1/4 pipe
125-4D   Hosebarb male 1/2 hose 1/4 pipe
LPMP38VS8P  Strainer 38” MPT
3129BBN1JN00RRT  Skinner valve
110DB   Pipe bushing
199S-D   Adapter 3/4” FGH x 1/2” FPT
PC-B7605   Foam gun
PC-A7628   Foam expansion adapter
16-004-010   Relief valve
FLH-4   Hose fuel line
W1/2    Washer 1/4”
106-936   GFCI receptacle
107-026   GFCI cover plate
90661/96191    Cord restraint
105-461   Plug 3 prong
PVC-84   Hose, 1/4” PVC 
HC9-9   Clamps two ear zinc 9/16”
HC9-12   Clamps two ear zinc 3/4
HC9-8   Clamps two ear zinc 1/2”
A1-6150   Disconnect SS BL Gas
450-4F4F   Check valve 1/4”
B36N4-4M   Nipple plain 1/4” x 1/4” brass
126-4B   Hosebarb female
WT-93   Wire terminal copper
PVC-128-84   Hose  twin braided 1/2” x 1/4”
847-0713   Wire cable 3/16
TR-1488OR   Ground fault plug
22-29749   Tank stainless 5 gallon foamer
10x3/4STSCREWS  Screws self tapping 
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PC7495
Parts and Descriptions

Part #     Description
10.32X5/8PAN   Screws pan HD Phil Zinc
10-32MIX    Screws nuts mixed
W1/4     Washers flat 1/4”
#31A     Red vinyl air decal
#23D     Inlet red vinyl decal
#29     Off/On with switch decal
RB236    Rubber grommet
RB351    Rubber grommet
8410351    Toggle switch
888-240    Velcro strap
#31A     Air decal
#53     Voltage indication decal
#50     Caution total maximum load decal
#48     Warning disconnect supply decal
#29     On/Off decal
#14D     Warning tag decal
#37     Wet & dry foamer red decal
#38     Tank supply red vinyl decal
PCDWC    Crate for drywall foamer
A1-6150    Disconnect SS BL GAS
#10     Metal screws
7495A     Alxe
7495B     Handle support
7495C     Handle without grip
7495D    Cord storage bracket
7495E     Bracket 90D small of tank
7495F     Main Body
125-8B    Hose barb
05-90-0014    Washer 3/8”
VU-0111    Tank gasket
VU-0112    Tank disconnect o-rings
113-B2    Nipple 1/4”x x 2” length
HC9-13    Clamps two ear zinc 13/16
PC-C7607    Foamer Tool Kit Complete
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KO Drywall Foamer Upgrade

If your operation has any old KO foamer equipment that is not operational you should consider the upgrade 
program. We take old dormant equipment and retrofit to new foamer technology complete with new twin hose. 
Foam gun and adapters to use old KO tools or new foaming accessories listed after this section. Review the 
KO-DW retrofit sheet that lists all new parts we install on every old foamer. The completed retrofit is 
approximately 60% the cost of purchasing new. Definitely a positive decision for any old non functioning 
foamers that maybe at your location collecting dust instead of generating completed jobs.

Call 1-800-367-4015 to discuss in greater detail
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KO Retro Drywall Foamer

Introduction

We have introduced a variety of changes inside and outside the KO system. To meet electrical standards and 
to make the operation more convenient the new upgrade brings these foamers up to the new technology of the 
PC7495/TK wet-dry foamers.
 
We have eliminated the need of  having to monitor gauges or fuss with dials on the machine. While the 
performance and general operation has been improved.
 
It is our recommendation that the operator familiarize yourself with the unit before performing any work 
application.
 
A trial run without any chemical added will allow you to fine tune your abilities with the new system.
 
Each new system is equipped with 35’ twin line working hose, twin line handgun, foam expansion adaptor and 
KO disconnect, as well as all the upgrades parts listed on the repair sheet in this section.
 
Our twin line working hose is made of hard woven materials, equipped with quick couplers for fast easy hook-
up and durability.
 
Our twin line handgun is equipped with both liquid and air volume controls where you need them most.
 
Our foam expansion adapter is equipped with a mesh packing inside. Thus allowing it the capability to shred 
foaming material, we have also included an adapter which allows the use of KO tips and 
working tools. Replacements are also available.

Operations

Safety First: Your system is equipped with a 3 or 5 gallon tank .This tank and your working hose will remain 
pressurized even after the system is turned of. DO NOT DISCONNECT COUPLERS FROM THE TANK. The 
tank relief valve is located on the top of the tank. Place a cloth over the top of the tank and lift the relief valve. 
The pressure will be released and the cloth will absorb any excess. You should notice liquid returning from the 
working hose to the tank. This is normal. Open and close the relief valve a couple of times to ensure that all the 
pressure has been released.

● Do not leave your equipment unattended.
● Always use your proper grounded extension cord.
● Do not allow liquid to freeze within the system. Drain hoses, filters and tank lines daily.
● Inspect tank regularly for dents, bulging or excessive leaking around couplers. Discontinue use immediately if 
damaged. Failure to do so could result in personal injury or property damage.
● Proper protective wear should be worn during application as per the guidelines of the chemical manufacturer.
● Do not fill the tank with more than 4 1/2 gallons of material for 5 gallon tank and 2 1/2 gallons of material for 
the low profile 3 gallon tank.
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Equipment Operation

Before you contaminate your foamer with pesticide it is recommended that you operate the system with water 
and foaming agent. This will allow you to test the capabilities of the twin line gun controls and system 
operation. 

1. Disconnect quick couplers, peel back Velcro strap and remove tank from system.
2. Pull up on relief valve to release pressure then lift handle located on the top of the tank and remove lid.
3. Mix 1 1/2 Oz. of foaming agent per gallon of water.
4. Replace lid, shake tank to mix.
5. Place tank back on machine and reattach quick couplers to tank. Couplers are different and will only attach 
one way.
6. Attach twin line working hose and handgun to system . The small size hose is the airline.
7. Plug the system into a 3 wire grounded outlet. Then lift the receptacle cover located on the front of the unit. 
The small green light indicates that the power source is confirmed. If the green light is not on than you must 
push the reset button on the receptacle.
8. Turn on the toggle switch located beside the tank, and allow the unit to pressurize 30 seconds to one minute. 
You are now ready to use the twin line handgun.
9. The handgun has two valves. The top valve controls the liquid while the bottom is the air. Increasing or 
decreasing the balance between the two makes the consistence of wet or dry foam expansion available.

REFER BACK TO PAGES ON TROUBLESHOOTING AND CLEANING MAINTENANCE
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Foamer Pick up for Retrofit and Repair
Pick up Procedures

Date: __________________________Company: ________________________________

Phone: _________________________ Fax: ____________________________________

Attention: __________________________ Address: ____________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

Further to our telephone conversation SYSTEMS is confirming pick up from your location on: _____________
_________________________________________________

A Roadway representative will stop by your front reception on this date to pick up:
________________________________________________________________________

Make sure that your box or drywall foamer complete with tank is put in its original or suitable crate. NOTE: 
This step is absolutely imperative* The chemical tank must be triple rinsed and empty for transportation. 
Also send your original treating hose, foam gun, and foam expansion adapter back with your shipment. 
If you do not have a suitable crate SYSTEMS will ship you one at a cost of $84.00 plus shipping. Upon 
arrival to our location the foamers will be reconditioned and sent back to your location fully operational with 
new hose, and foam gun. If there are significant repairs required above the retrofit agreement that we have 
established with Orkin technical services, such as damaged tanks or compressor your branch will be notified 
prior to the repair for your confirmation and approval.

Please have your crate waiting at your front reception or loading dock prior to the shipping date confirmed 
above.  NOTE: The transport driver will require assistance lifting the crate(s) into the truck.  Enclosed is the 
necessary shipping papers that must be properly filled out and attached to your package(s) prior to pickup. 
Customs requires 5 copies of the Commercial Invoice and Bill of Lading (please photocopy sample provided 
4 times) place all 4 copies in an envelope and print “customs papers” tape the envelope to the outside of the 
crate, and leave the fifth copy on top for the driver.  Please note that the prices on the commercial invoice are for 
customs – shipping purposes only.
From: 

______________________________________
TO: Systems Environmental Products
        1-800-367-4015 Attn: Lewis Clock

Thank you for your co-operation. Please photocopy the return label above. Fill in your address and cut out to 
tape on the outside of the crate(s) that is being returned.
Thank you,

Lewis Clock 
Please complete and cut out the label, photocopy 3 or 4 times and tape to the crate.
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KO Drywall Foamer Repair / Build Sheet
Date arrived: _________________________________ Date of Repair: _______________________________________
Company: ____________________________________ Contact: ____________________________________________
Br. # or Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: __________________________________ Tech: _______________________________________________
Hours: __________________________________ Model & Serial Number: _______________________________
Reason for Repair: __________________________________________________________________________________

Retrofit Check List Covered Under Item # KO-DW 
Description Part #   Qty. Used Not Required
Brass disconnect 1/4”x1/4” 36C4-4M 1
Male Plug HN2-722D-MV 1
Female Disconnect HK2-722D-MV 1
Nipple Close 1/4” pipe 112-B 4
Pipe Bushing 110-DB 1
Adapter 3/8”FGH x 1/2” FPT 199S-D 1
Foster Socket FM5805-H 1
1/4” Check Valve 450-4F4F 2
Hose Barb Female 126-4B 2
Nipple Brass B36N4-4M 1
Ear Clamp HC9-12 2
Ear Clamp HC9-8 2
Twin Braided Hose 1/2” x 1/4” PVC-128-84 35’
Foam Gun PC-B7605 1
Foam Expansion Adapter PC-A7628 1
Strainer 1/2” MPT 3242024 1
Hosebarb, Poly 1/2”NPT x 1/4” HB 3A1214G 2
Relief Valve 16-004-010 1
Skinner Valve 3129BBN1JN00RRT 1
Fuel line hose 1/4” FLH-4 4
Tee Brass F0101-B 1
Hose Barb 1/4” 125-4B 3
Hose Barb 125-4A 2
Kelly Screws 10X3/4STSCREWS 5
Washer 1/4” Flat W1/4 7
Washers 1/2” Flat B W1/2 4
Toggle Switch On/Off 8410351 1
10-32 Screws & Nuts 10-32MIX 12
GFCI Receptacle 106-936 1
GFCI Cover Plate 107-026 1
Cord Restraint 90661/96191 1
Plug 3 prong 125-Volt 105-461 1
Connector WT-92 2
Connector WT-93 4
Rubber Grommet RB-236 2
On/Off Decal #29 1
Foamer Cabinet TL7557 1
Warning Tag Decal #14D 1
Ear Clamp 9/16 HC9-9 10
Hose Barb 125-8B 1
Washer 3/8” 3/8W 4
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KO Drywall Foamer Repair / Build Sheet
Date arrived: _________________________________ Date of Repair: _______________________________________
Company: ____________________________________ Contact: ____________________________________________
Br. # or Address: ___________________________________________________________________________________
Phone: __________________________________ Tech: _______________________________________________
Hours: __________________________________ Model & Serial Number: _______________________________
Reason for Repair: __________________________________________________________________________________

Retrofit Check List Covered Under Item # KO-DW 
Description Part #   Qty. Used Not Required
Cotter Pin 05-90-0014 2
Tank Gasket VU-0111 1
Washer RB-351 8
Hook Style Terminal 622-167 1
Nipple ,Long 1/4” Pipe x 2 Length 113-B2 1
Nylock Nut 1/4” SS-91-0004 4
Warning Disconnect Supply Decal #48 1
Caution Total Max. Load Decal #50 1
o-ring for tank disconnects VU-0112 2
Voltage Indicator Decal #53 1
Nipple, Long 1/4” x 1 1/2” NPT 113-B11/2 1
Air Decal #31A 1
Labour Labour 4.5

Additional Products
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Systems
Environmental Products

Toll Free: 1-800-367-4015
phowe@pestspray.ca      lclock@pestspray.ca

Foaming Tool Kit PC-C7607 Contains 15 pieces

Removable Handle
PC-A7630

Replacement Cones
PC-A7614A (pack of 3)

Void Needle
PC-A7618

Curved Foam Rod
PC-A7617

High Volume Slab Tool
PC-A2001

Borate Wand
PC-A7640

Foot Pedal Assembly
PC-A7608

Wood Injection Tip 1”
PC-A7624

Rod .405” O.D. x 42” Stainless
PC-A7637

Straight Foam Rod
PC-A7639

BUY INDIVIDUALLY OR AS AN ENTIRE KIT

Foam Gun
PC-B7605

Wood Injection Tip 4”
PC-A7625

Rod .405” O.D. x 12” Stainless
PC-A7638 Foam Expansion Adapter

PC-A7628
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Cone seal Holder 
without Pedal

PC-A7607


